SELL THE HEAT,
NOT THE FLAME
Focusing on Customer Needs
to Strategically Market a
B2B Manufacturing Company
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“People don’t want to
buy a quarter-inch
drill. They want a
quarter-inch hole.”
– Theodore Levitt

Make It About Benefits, Not Features
Peter Drucker once said, “Business has only two basic functions – marketing and innovation.” Manufacturers
are often so focused on product innovation and what a product can do, that they forget they need to
market how it can benefit customers. In small- to medium-sized manufacturing companies especially,
senior management and owners tend to come from the product development or engineering side and
think in terms of features rather than the benefits customers will derive from those features. Marketing
is opening up a whole new world for these manufacturers – making the message about the customer –
and it’s not an easy transition. Products need to be strategically marketed so their benefits will be seen,
understood and compel customers to buy.
94% of B2B buyers are doing their own research online before they’re even ready to engage with you,1 so
your marketing must do the talking for you.

Just how important
is strategic marketing
to your success?
…Extremely!

On top of that, 71% of online B2B searches start with a generic search,2 which means that
prospective customers are looking for a product to fill a need – not your specific product. It’s
your marketing that must persuade them to consider you.
Once you establish and can communicate how you benefit customers, including your unique
value proposition (UVP), you need to figure out who you’re benefiting. Who are your ideal
customers and what are their buying cycles? Strategic marketing ensures you’re speaking to
the right people through the right vehicle and supplying the right information at the right time.
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“Be the best.
It’s the only
market that’s
not crowded.”
– Elon Musk

Manufacturing – The Big Picture
The JP Morgan Global Manufacturing PMI (Purchasing Managers’ Index) shows manufacturing sales at
their highest since 2011.
What does this mean on a per-company scale in Canada?3
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Whether the economy is optimistic or pessimistic, B2B manufacturers should be using marketing to
establish what they’re the best at – their unique value proposition (UVP). Your UVP could be that you
offer the best technology, the best priced option, the best ROI or the best warranty and aftermarket care.
Ensure your customers know your UVP and understand why you’re the manufacturer they should choose.
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“Continuous improvement
is better than delayed
perfection”
– Mark Twain

Marketing – The Big Picture
Marketing for B2B companies is a strategic tool for growth, not just a sales support function. But in
manufacturing, it’s often treated as a sideline with little dedicated budget or support. Most manufacturing
companies know they need to have an effective website and sales collateral, but they’re only beginning to
understand that they also need to produce content (blogs, white papers, newsletters) to reach those 94%
of B2B buyers who are doing almost all of their initial research on their own.1

Where manufacturing marketing stands right now:4

• 57% of manufacturers have small or one-person marketing teams serving the entire company.
• Nearly half of manufacturers (46%) are in the young/first steps of content marketing maturity.
• 30% are in the adolescent phase.
• 22% are in the mature/sophisticated phase.
• Close to 3 in 5 (58%) outsource at least one content marketing activity.
To successfully market a manufacturing company, you need a commitment of resources (time, headcount,
budget) to build a marketing machine that drives qualified leads and customers. Marketing can no longer
be a half-hearted commitment, and, overall manufacturers are getting better at marketing.

Key factors that drove marketing success in 2017:4

76%
76% Higher quality/
more efficient
content creation

66%
66% Strategy
development/
adjustment

57%
57% Spending more
time on content
marketing

55%
55% Better/more
targeted content
distribution
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External hurdles manufacturing marketers faced in 2017:4

• About one third (31%) of manufacturing marketers said it is becoming increasingly difficult to
capture their audiences’ attention.

• For this reason, 77% are focusing on building audiences and subscriber bases.
Internal hurdles manufacturing marketers faced in 2017:4

• Only 47% said their organization had realistic expectations about what content marketing could
achieve.

• 55% said their leadership team did not give them ample time to produce results.
Strategic marketing is a long-term commitment and results are not going to be immediate. It’s a slow
build, often taking at least 1 year to 18 months to begin to show measurable results, so leadership must
give marketing time.

The 5 Key Strategic Marketing Basics that
Manufacturers Need to Get Right
1. Market to somebody, not just anybody
“If you don’t talk to your
customers, how will you
know how to talk to your
customers?”
– Will Evans

Most manufacturers have a long selling cycle involving many buyers at
many levels. Defining your buyer personas and targeting your marketing
to them is an important exercise that will help you get return on your
marketing investment. To get to know your buyers, you need to talk to
them, your sales reps, your customer service team and anyone else who
has contact with them.

Did you know?5

44%
Only 44% of B2B marketers
understand their ideal customer.
Not understanding your different
ideal customers will lead to a
generalized marketing strategy
that won’t speak to anyone.

48%
Buyers are 48% more likely
to consider companies
that personalize marketing
to address their specific
business issues.

Buyer personas focus your marketing on customer needs and greatly increase your influence. Make
sure you align your marketing to the buying process. Get to know your buyers’ journey and their key
objections along the way. You’ll be able to proactively overcome hurdles and bring prospective buyers
further down the funnel toward the sale.
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 5% of people judge the
7
credibility of a company
based on the design of its
website, alone.6

2. M
 ake sure you have an active and
up-to-date online presence
It’s no longer okay to have a legacy website that’s no more than an
online brochure (and one you haven’t updated in a few years). When
customers are searching for a certain product or manufacturer, the first
thing they do is look at websites – yours and those of your competitors.

That’s the first line of refusal, and if you don’t have a website that appears at or near the top of search
results, you’ve already lost. Present your catalogue online, along with videos of how your products work
and the benefits they offer. Ensure that your site is clear, clean, up-to-date and features regularly refreshed
content like blogs, press releases and FAQs. Collect leads by having form fills for high-value content like
white papers and webinars. If you provide content that is genuinely useful, you’ll appear higher in search
engine results and already be on your way to having a stronger online presence.
Being active on social media can also develop your online presence. Additionally, social media platforms
can help you disseminate your content and gather instant feedback.

Top 5 most effective social media platforms according to
manufacturing marketers:4

62% LinkedIn

52% YouTube

48% Facebook

28% Twitter

10% Instagram

Smaller manufacturers can benefit a great deal from social media, since a large portion of their business
likely still comes from word of mouth and recommendations – which is what social media is all about.

3. C
 reate informative, authoritative
thought leadership content
Content marketing is essential for manufacturers to convey
their unique value proposition (UVP) and to help establish them

70% of manufacturing
marketers say content
marketing increases their
number of leads.4

as thought leaders, or as the go-to resource for knowledge of a
specific industry, situation or technology. Sharing your knowledge
through thought leadership content is a great way to get on the radar of new customers and stay top
of mind with your existing ones. When B2B buyers were asked to rate important features on websites,
76% cited thought leadership as important during the purchasing process.7
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What manufacturing marketers consider important when creating
content: 4

27%

Create content based on specific points along the buyer’s journey

45%

Deliver content consistently

52%
53%

Focus needs of their audience vs. their brand

Ensure content differentiation from competitors’
content

59%

Prioritize quality over quantity

63%

Consider how content impacts overall
experience with their company

94%

Ensure content is
fact-based and/or credible

Note that only half (52%) focus on customer needs and about a quarter (27%) consider the buyer’s journey.4 It
can’t be overstated how important it is for manufacturers to use a customer-centric mindset when marketing.

How manufacturing marketers learn about their target audiences to
create the right messaging:8

20%

Auditing existing buyer data

36%
38%

Secondary data analysis/internet searches

Social listening

49%

Customer feedback/panels

51%

Competitive analysis

53%

Keyword research

58%

Website analysis

63%

Employee feedback
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Types of content manufacturing marketers use:4

15%

Research reports

22%

Interactive tools (quizzes, assessments, calculators)

43%

Infographics

49%

eBooks/white papers

60%

Case studies

69%

Illustrations/photos

80%
92%

Pre-produced
videos

Social media posts
(excluding videos)

Average number used: 5

Types of content manufacturing marketers consider most effective:4

6%
8%

Interactive tools (quizzes, assessments, calculators)

Research reports

16%

Infographics

31%

eBooks/white papers

37%

Case studies

39%

Illustrations/photos

43%

Social media posts (excluding
videos)

52%

Pre-produced videos
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Formats used to distribute content that manufacturing marketers
consider most effective:4

7%

Digital magazines

10%

Print (other than magazines)

16%

Print magazines

20%

Webinars/webcasts/virtual events

34%

Blogs

35%

In-person events

46%

Social media platforms (such as LinkedIn, Twitter)

75%

Email (such as newsletters,
welcome emails)

Average number used: 5

Paid methods of content promotion that manufacturing marketers
consider most effective:8

29%

Print or other offline promotion

31%

Traditional online banner ads

35%

Native advertising (advertorials)

40%

Social promotion

63%

Search engine marketing
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Tools manufacturing marketers use to manage their
content marketing:4

30%

Automation software (automation-focused)

49%

Management system

78%

Email-focused
marketing technology

90%

Analytics
tools

Do manufacturing marketers measure content marketing ROI?4
Notably, 52% of manufacturing marketers don’t measure content marketing ROI, because:

42%

37%

30%

21%

42% need an easier
way to do it

37% don’t know
how to do it

30% are not required
to justify ROI

21% say it’s too time
consuming

However, 70% agree that they can demonstrate how content marketing has increased audience
engagement, 70% say it increased their number of leads, 42% say it increased sales and 21% say it
decreased cost of customer acquisition.4
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4. Get up close and personal
Use in-person and online events to launch new products and
demonstrate the benefits of new and existing ones.

An overwhelming 81% of
trade show attendees have
buying authority.9

Trade Shows
Trade shows provide a great opportunity to meet new prospects, move leads through the pipeline and
keep your services top of mind. Tradeshow participation is expensive and marketers still have difficulty
justifying attendance. However, it may make good sense for you to attend your industry’s shows, especially
if you’re launching new products. Why?

• The #1 reason visitors attend trade shows is to see new products and services.
• Yet only 13% of companies introduce new offerings at trade shows.
• Trade show attendees can have an influence on your bottom line – 81% of tradeshow attendees
10
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have buying authority.9

If you’ve been reluctant to participate in trade shows in the past, you might want to reconsider, at least
for product launches.

Webinars
Manufacturing companies that integrate webinars into their B2B marketing strategy are successful at
bringing in good quality leads.

• Registration indicates strong interest, so you know the individuals really care about what
you’re saying.

• Over 65% of B2B marketers consistently rank webinars as one of their top marketing tools.
• Partner webinars give you access to a larger audience and grow your reach.
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Webinars are generally cheaper than live events, so they are a budget-friendly way to generate leads. As
an added bonus, the webinar content can be added to your website as gated content, so you can collect
even more leads long after the event has occurred.

Product Launches
Manufacturers need to get out in front of customers to keep them informed about product offerings –
both established and new. Companies sometimes spend millions developing a new product only to treat
its launch as an afterthought.
Only 69% of marketers say that

69%

understanding buyer needs or
pain points is the most important
go-to-market strategy for a

Only 37% of companies

37%

assign a person to oversee
a product launch.12

product launch.13

As with all of your marketing, launches need to explain how your product meets buyer needs. The product
launch is the most critical and vulnerable point of the product production process, so it should have
someone dedicated to ensuring its success.
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“Great vision
without great
people is
irrelevant.”

– Will Evans

5. Market for talent acquisition and retention
Despite the continuing shift to automation, manufacturing jobs will still rely on uniquely human skills
like critical thinking, creativity and ingenuity. Remember to add talent acquisition and retention to your
marketing plan as talent becomes increasingly difficult to attain and retain.

By 2020 US manufacturing
will have nearly 3.5 million
job vacancies to fill.14

Modern manufacturing will be looking beyond labour for skillsets and talents in design and innovation,
engineering, data security, marketing and distribution. Manufacturing doesn’t hold the same allure as
other industries when it comes to attracting creative talent, so manufacturers need to learn how to build
and market their culture, in addition to their exciting product plans, in order to acquire and keep the
brightest stars.
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Conclusion
Putting together your strategy, keeping your marketing updated, segmenting your buyer personas,
creating thought leadership content and, most importantly, addressing buyer needs may seem like
daunting tasks, but you don’t have to do it all yourself. Many manufacturers are looking to outside experts.
Marketing that manufacturers outsource:4

• 49% Content creation (writers, designers, video production)
• 25% Content promotion/distribution
• 15% Marketing measurement
• 9% Marketing strategy
Marketing strategy at 9% is surprisingly low. Especially since only 31% of manufacturers have a strategy in
place for their content,8 let alone for their overall marketing plans.

At Mezzanine, we specialize in developing results-oriented strategies –
and we’re usually called upon to implement them as well. If you want to
drive more revenue and see measurable results from your marketing...

LET’S TALK
About Us
The Mezzanine Group accelerates revenue growth for business-tobusiness companies. We build B2B lead generation machines that
combine traditional and digital marketing with marketing technology,
systems and processes to deliver powerful and consistent revenues. Over
the past decade we’ve helped over 250 B2B companies across a variety
of emerging and mature industries. www.themezzaninegroup.com
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